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Abstract

We present a new family of frames, which are generated by perfect reconstruction filter banks. The filter banks are based

on the discrete interpolatory splines and are related to Butterworth filters. Each filter bank comprises one interpolatory

symmetric low-pass filter, one band-pass and one high-pass filters. In the sibling frames case, all the filters are linear phase

and generate symmetric scaling functions with analysis and synthesis pairs of framelets. In the tight frame case, all the

analysis waveforms coincide with their synthesis counterparts. In the sibling frame, we can vary the framelets making them

different for synthesis and analysis cases. This enables us to swap vanishing moments between the synthesis and the

analysis framelets or to add smoothness to the synthesis framelets. We construct dual pairs of frames, where all the

waveforms are symmetric and the framelets may have any number of vanishing moments. Although most of the designed

filters are IIR, they allow fast implementation via recursive procedures. The waveforms are well localized in time domain

despite their infinite support.

r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The theory of wavelet frames or framelets is an
extension of wavelet analysis. Currently it is a
subject of extensive investigation by researchers
working in signal processing and applied mathe-
matics. A wavelet frame is generated by several
mother wavelets and provides a redundant expan-
sion of a function or a signal. Due to this
redundancy, there is more freedom in the design
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
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and implementation of the frame transforms. The
frame expansions of signals demonstrate resilience
to quantization noise and to coefficients losses [1–3].
Thus, frames may serve as a tool for error
correction to signals transmitted through lossy
channels. Additional adaptation capabilities of the
overcomplete representation of signals has a poten-
tial to succeed in feature extraction and identifica-
tion of signals. Promising results on image
reconstruction and error correction are recently
reported in [4–6]. Although many types of wavelet
frames have been designed by now, there is a
demand for framelet transforms, which have prop-
erties useful for signal processing, such as symme-
try, flat spectra, vanishing moments, interpolation
and fast implementation. This is the motivation for
the work presented in this paper.
.
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A common approach to construction of a
framelet system in the function space L2 starts from
the introduction of a pair of refinable functions (or
one function), which generate(s) the multiresolution
analysis (MRA) in L2. Then, the wavelets are
derived by one or another method as linear
combinations of refinable functions. Many con-
struction schemes are based on unitary extension
principle (UEP) [7] for tight frames and mixed
extension principle (MEP) [8] for bi-frames. These
principles reduce the construction of a framelet
system to the design of a perfect reconstruction filter
bank. The masks of the given refinable functions
serve as low-pass filters of the filter bank.

On the other hand, the oversampled perfect
reconstruction filter banks by themselves generate
wavelet-type frames in the signal space [9,10]. In this
paper we use filter banks as an engine to construct a
new family of frames in the signal space. Under
some relaxed conditions infinite iteration of the
frame filter banks results in limit functions, the so-
called framelets, which generate the wavelet frames
in L2. The framelets are symmetric, interpolatory
and have flat spectra combined with fine time-
domain localization and efficient implementation of
the transforms. The framelets are smooth and may
have any number of vanishing moments. The
redundancy rate is two.

Recently a new oblique extension principle (OEP)
was proposed [11], which essentially extends the
tools for the design of wavelet frames in L2. New
wavelet frames with advanced properties were con-
structed using OEP [11–14]. However, application
of the OEP scheme to the construction of frames in
the signal space is somewhat problematic. The
reason is that the filter banks corresponding to the
combined MRA masks (see [11]) of the compactly
supported L2-framelets lack the perfect reconstruc-
tion property. This property is necessary for a
filter bank to generate a frame in the signal space. In
the OEP scheme the perfect reconstruction is
achieved by additional filtering with infinite impulse
response (IIR) filters. Moreover, in order to
construct a tight frame in the signal space, one has
to use IIR filters with irrational transfer functions.
Filters with irrational transfer functions (unlike
filters with rational transfer functions employed
in our construction) can be implemented exactly
only in the periodic setting via the discrete Fourier
transform. In a non-periodic case, the filters must
be truncated i.e., they are approximated by long
FIR filters.
In this paper we continue the investigation of
wavelet-type frames in signal space that are
generated by 3-channel analysis and synthesis filter
banks comprising one low-pass, one band-pass and
one high-pass filters. The downsampling factor
N ¼ 2 and the transfer functions of all filters are
rational functions. The low-pass filters in each filter
bank are interpolatory. Our approach to the design
of interpolatory perfect reconstruction filter banks
is, to some extent, similar to the approach, which we
used for the construction of biorthogonal wavelet -
transforms [15]. For example, the output of the low-
pass component of the analysis filter bank is
the sum of the even polyphase component of the
input signal and the approximation of the even
component by the values of the discrete spline of
order 2r, which interpolates the odd samples of
the signal. Such a procedure is equivalent to the
application of a filter to the signal, whose transfer
function is the squared magnitude of the transfer
function of the half-band low-pass Butterworth
filter of order r, followed by downsampling. By
using this approach we construct a family of tight
and bi-frames for the signal space. First results of
this investigation are reported in [16]. In the present
paper we use the same general approach to the
problem. The key point to the construction is the
matrix factorization scheme in Section 3. Here it is
different from the scheme used in [16]. This results
in a new family of tight and sibling wavelet frames.
In addition, starting from a symmetric interpolatory
low-pass analysis filter, whose transfer function is
rational and has zero of arbitrary order m, we
construct an analysis filter bank such that the
framelet generated by the high-pass filter is sym-
metric and has m vanishing moments. The framelet
generated by the band-pass filter is (anti)symmetric
and may have arbitrary number of vanishing
moments. The synthesis filter bank is dual to the
analysis filter bank and has exactly the same
properties.

Note that the Butterworth filters were used in [17]
for the construction of orthogonal wavelets. The
regularity of the refinable functions generated by the
Butterworth filters was analyzed in [18]. In our
previous papers [15,19] we presented a family of
biorthogonal symmetric wavelets related to the
Butterworth filters and their application to image
compression.

Unlike the majority of wavelet frame schemes, we
use IIR filters. Consequently, the devised framelets
have infinite support. However, due to rational
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structure of their transfer functions, filtering is
implemented in a fast recursive mode. The compu-
tational cost of the transforms implementation is
not higher (sometimes even lower) than the cost of
processing using finite impulse response (FIR) filters
(see [15,19]). Non-compactness of the framelets
support is compensated by the fast exponential
decay as time goes to infinity.

The paper is organized as follows. In the
introductory Section 2 we recall some facts con-
cerning filter banks and frames, which are needed
for the rest of the presentation. In Section 3 we
describe how to construct a tight frame and a
bundle of sibling frames starting from arbitrary low-
pass filter. Having a pair of interpolatory low-pass
filters, we construct a set of bi-frames. In Section 4
we present the derivation of the interpolatory filters
from discrete splines and explain the relation
between the designed filters and the Butterworth
filters. In addition, we establish some properties of
these filters and their corresponding waveforms.
Section 5 is devoted to the construction of tight,
semi-tight and bi-frames using the designed filters.
We provide a number of examples.

2. Filter banks and frames: preliminaries

In this section we introduce notation and briefly
outline the necessary facts about filter banks and
their relation to signal space frames. More detailed
presentation is given in [16].

2.1. Filter banks

We call the sequences x9fxkg; k 2 Z, which
belong to the space l1, (and, consequently, to l2)
discrete-time signals. The z-transform of a signal x
is defined as X ðzÞ9

P
k2Z z�k xk. Throughout the

paper we assume that z ¼ ejo.
We designate a filter by its transfer function

F ðzÞ9
P

n2Z z�nf n, where the sequence ff ng is called
the impulse response of the filter. The functionbF ðoÞ9F ðe�jonÞ is called the frequency response of
the filter.

In this paper we consider only 3-channel filter
banks that contain one low-pass, one band-pass and
one high-pass filters, whose transfer functions are
rational functions and the downsampling factor is
two. The analysis and synthesis low-pass filters are
denoted by ~HðzÞ and HðzÞ, respectively, the band-
pass filters are denoted by ~G1ðzÞ and G1ðzÞ and the
high-pass filters are denoted by ~G2ðzÞ and G2ðzÞ. We
denote the output signals from the analysis filter
bank by s1, dr;1; r ¼ 1; 2. These signals are used as
the input for the synthesis filter bank. Then, the
analysis and synthesis formulas are

s1l ¼ 2
X
n2Z

~hn�2lxn3S1ðz2Þ

¼ ~Hð1=zÞX ðzÞ þ ~Hð�1=zÞX ð�zÞ, ð2:1Þ

dr;1
l ¼ 2

X
n2Z

~gr
n�2lxn3Dr;1ðz2Þ

¼ ~Grð1=zÞX ðzÞ þ ~Grð�1=zÞX ð�zÞ; r ¼ 1; 2,

ð2:2Þ

x̂l ¼
X
n2Z

hl�2ns1n þ
X2
r¼1

X
n2Z

gr
l�2ndr;1

n 3X̂ ðzÞ

¼ HðzÞS1ðz2Þ þ
X2
r¼1

GrðzÞDr;1ðz2Þ. ð2:3Þ

Polyphase representation of filtering: The func-
tions

FeðzÞ9
X
k2Z

z�kf 2k; FoðzÞ9
X
k2Z

z�k f 2kþ1,

EðzÞ9
X
k2Z

z�kx2k; OðzÞ9
X
k2Z

z�k x2kþ1

are called the polyphase components of F ðzÞ and
X ðzÞ, respectively. Then, the polyphase components
of Y ðzÞ9F ðzÞX ðzÞ are

Y eðzÞ ¼ F eðzÞEðzÞ þ z�1F oðzÞOðzÞ,

Y oðzÞ ¼ F oðzÞEðzÞ þ FeðzÞOðzÞ. ð2:4Þ

We introduce the analysis ~PðzÞ and the synthesis
PðzÞ polyphase matrices, respectively:

~PðzÞ9

~HeðzÞ ~HoðzÞ

~G1
eðzÞ

~G1
oðzÞ

~G2
eðzÞ

~G2
oðzÞ

0BB@
1CCA,

PðzÞ9
HeðzÞ G1

eðzÞ G2
eðzÞ

HoðzÞ G1
oðzÞ G2

oðzÞ

0@ 1A.
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Then the analysis and synthesis formulas can be
represented as

S1ðzÞ

D1;1ðzÞ

D2;1ðzÞ

0BB@
1CCA ¼ 2 ~Pð1=zÞ

EðzÞ

OðzÞ

 !
,

ÊðzÞ

ÔðzÞ

 !
¼ PðzÞ

S1ðzÞ

D1;1ðzÞ

D2ðzÞ

0BB@
1CCA.

Here, ÊðzÞ and ÔðzÞ are the z-transforms of the even
and odd components of the output signal x̂,
respectively. If the signal x̂ ¼ x then the analysis
and synthesis filter banks form a perfect reconstruc-
tion filter bank. Analytically, this property is
expressed via the polyphase matrices as

PðzÞ ~Pð1=zÞ ¼ 1
2
I, (2.5)

where I denotes the 2� 2 identity matrix. Thus, the
synthesis polyphase matrix must be a left inverse of
the analysis matrix (up to factor 1

2
). Obviously, if

such a matrix exists, it is not unique.

2.2. Frames

In this section we provide a definition of frames in
signal space and describe the relation between filter
bank processing and frame expansion of signals.

Definition 2.1. The system ~F9f ~fjgj2Z of signals
forms a frame in the signal space if there exist
positive constants A and B such that for any signal
x ¼ fxlgl2Z

Akxk2p
X
j2Z

jhx; ~fjij
2pBkxk2.

If the frame bounds A and B are equal to each other
then the frame is said to be tight.

If the system ~F is a frame then there exists
another frame F9ffigi2Z of the signals space such
that any signal x can be expanded into the sum
x ¼

P
i2Z hx;

~fiifi. The frames ~F and F can be
interchanged. Together they form the so-called bi-
frame. If a frame is tight then ~F ¼ cF.

Let the analysis ~HðzÞ; ~G1ðzÞ; ~G2ðzÞ and the
synthesis HðzÞ; G1ðzÞ; G2ðzÞ filter banks form
a perfect reconstruction filter bank. We denote
for r ¼ 1; 2 and n 2 Z

~j19f ~j1ðnÞ92 ~hðnÞg; ~cr;19f ~cr;1
ðnÞ92 ~gr

ðnÞg,

j19fj1ðnÞ92hðnÞg; cr;19fcr;1
ðnÞ92grðnÞg.

Then, the analysis and synthesis formulas ((2.1) and
(2.2), respectively) can be presented in the following
way:

s1l ¼ hx; ~j
1ð� � 2lÞi; dr;1

l ¼ hx;
~cr;1
ð� � 2lÞi,

r ¼ 1; 2; l 2 Z,

x ¼
1

2

X
l2Z

hx; ~j1ð� � 2lÞij1ð� � 2lÞ

þ
1

2

X2
r¼1

X
l2Z

hx; ~cr;1
ð� � 2lÞicr;1

ð� � 2lÞ.

The results in [9,10] imply the following condition
for a filter bank to yield a frame expansion of the
signal x.

Proposition 2.1. Assume the impulse responses of the

perfect reconstruction filter bank ~HðzÞ; ~G1ðzÞ; ~G2ðzÞ

and HðzÞ; G1ðzÞ;G2ðzÞ belong to l1. Then, the filter

bank provides a frame expansion of signals x 2 l2 and

the set of two-sample shifts of the signals ~j1, ~cr;1, j1,
cr;1; r ¼ 1; 2, form a bi-frame of the signal space.

One solution to (2.5) is the parapseudoinverse
of ~P:

PðzÞ ¼ ~PþðzÞ91
2
ð ~PTðzÞ � ~Pð1=zÞÞ�1 � ~PTðzÞ. (2.6)

The synthesis frame that corresponds to the
polyphase matrix ~PþðzÞ is dual to the analysis
frame. If PðzÞ ¼ ~PTðzÞ then the signals ~j1 and
~cr;1; r ¼ 1; 2, generate a tight frame.
2.3. Multiscale frame transforms

The N times iterated application of the analysis
filter bank to the output from the low-pass
component of the analysis filter bank lead to the
following frame expansion of the signal x:

x ¼ 2�N
X
l2Z

hx; ~jNð� � 2NlÞijNð� � 2NlÞ

þ
X2
r¼1

XN

n¼1

2�n
X
l2Z

hx; ~cr;n
ð� � 2nlÞicr;n

ð� � 2nlÞ,
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where

~jNðlÞ92
X
n2Z

hn ~jN�1ðn� 2lÞ,

~cr;n
ðlÞ92

X
n2Z

gr
n ~j

n�1ðn� 2lÞ; r ¼ 1; 2

and

jNðlÞ92
X
n2Z

hnjN�1ðn� 2lÞ,

cr;n
ðlÞ92

X
n2Z

gr
nj

n�1ðn� 2lÞ; r ¼ 1; 2.

The new bi-frame consists of shifts of the signals
~jN ; f ~cr;n

g and jN ; fcr;n
g; r ¼ 1; 2; n ¼ 1; . . . ;N.

2.4. Scaling functions and framelets

It is well known [20] that under certain conditions
the filter bank HðzÞ, G1ðzÞ, G2ðzÞ generates the
continuous scaling function jðtÞ and two framelets
c1
ðtÞ and c2

ðtÞ. Suppose that Hð1Þ ¼ 1. If the
infinite product

lim
N!1

YN
n¼1

Hðej2
�noÞ, (2.7)

converges to FðoÞ 2 L2ðRÞ, then, the inverse Four-
ier transform of this function FðoÞ is the scaling
function jðtÞ 2 L2ðRÞ, which is a solution of the
refinement equation jðtÞ ¼ 2

P
k2Z hkjð2t� kÞ.

A simple sufficient condition for the existence of a
smooth scaling function was established in [20].

Proposition 2.2 (Daubechies [20]). Let the transfer

function HðzÞ be factorized as HðzÞ ¼ ðð1þ z�1Þ=
2ÞpKðzÞ, where KðzÞ is a rational function such that

Kð1Þ ¼ 1. If the condition k9supjzj¼1 jKðzÞjo2p�1�m

is satisfied then there exists a scaling function

jðtÞ 2 L2ðRÞ, which is continuous together with its

derivatives up to order m.

It was proved in [21] that under the conditions of
Proposition 2.2 there exist positive numbers A and g

such that jjðtÞjpAe�gjtj.

Definition 2.2. The set of functions fck
ðtÞgnk¼1, such

that ff2n=2ck
ð2jt� lÞgn;l2Zg

n
k¼1 forms a frame for

L2ðRÞ, is called a wavelet frame. The functions
fck
ðtÞg are called framelets.

The mixed extension principle [8] implies the
following statement.

Proposition 2.3. Let ~H ; ~G1; ~G2 and H ; G1;G2 be a

perfect reconstruction filter bank and the impulse
response f ~hðnÞg; f ~grðnÞg and fhðnÞg; fgrðnÞg; r ¼ 1; 2
decay exponentially. If the low-pass filters ~H and H

generate square integrable scaling functions ~jðtÞ and

jðtÞ, respectively, then, the functions

~cr
ðtÞ92

X
k2Z

~gr
k ~jð2t� kÞ,

cr
ðtÞ92

X
k2Z

gr
kjð2t� kÞ; r ¼ 1; 2, ð2:8Þ

generate the dual wavelet frames of L2ðRÞ, i.e., they

are the dual framelets.

If the scaling functions ~jðtÞ and jðtÞ decay
exponentially and the rational functions ~GrðzÞ,
GrðzÞ; r ¼ 1; 2; have no poles on the unit circle
jzj ¼ 1, then their impulse response gr

i ; r ¼ 1; 2;
decay exponentially. Thus, the framelets ~cr

ðtÞ and
cr
ðtÞ, defined in (2.8), also decay exponentially.
A framelet cr

ðtÞ has p vanishing moments ifR1
�1

tscr
ðtÞdt ¼ 0; s ¼ 0; . . . ; p� 1. The number

of vanishing moments of the framelet cr
ðtÞ is

equal to the multiplicity of zero of the filter GrðzÞ

at z ¼ 1 [22].
3. Interpolatory frames

In this section, which is central in the paper, we
describe how to construct frames in signal space
starting from one low-pass interpolatory filter. The
problem reduces to the design of a perfect recon-
struction filter bank with the desired properties. The
key point to this design is the factorization scheme
of the polyphase matrix (3.1).
3.1. Bi-frames

If the even polyphase component of a filter F ðzÞ is
FeðzÞ ¼

1
2, then, the filter is called interpolatory. If

an interpolatory low-pass filter generates the scaling
function jðtÞ then this scaling function is inter-
polatory, that is jðnÞ ¼ dn; n 2 Z. In the rest of the
paper we deal exclusively with filter banks, whose
low-pass filters are interpolatory:

HðzÞ ¼
1þ z�1Uðz2Þ

2
; ~HðzÞ ¼

1þ z�1 ~Uðz2Þ

2
.

Denote

TðzÞ91=ð1þUðzÞ ~Uðz�1ÞÞ; W ðzÞ91�UðzÞ ~Uðz�1Þ.
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We assume that
A1.
 UðzÞ and ~UðzÞ are rational functions that have
no poles on the unit circle jzj ¼ 1.
A2.
 TðzÞ has no poles on the unit circle.

A3.
 Uð1Þ ¼ ~Uð1Þ ¼ 1.

A4.
 Symmetry:

z�1Uðz2Þ ¼ zUðz�2Þ; z�1 ~Uðz2Þ ¼ z ~Uðz�2Þ.
Thus, the filters ~HðzÞ and HðzÞ have linear phase
and the corresponding scaling functions are sym-
metric about zero.

The polyphase matrices for a filter bank compris-
ing the interpolatory low-pass filters HðzÞ and ~HðzÞ
are

~PðzÞ9

1=2 ~UðzÞ=2

~G1
eðzÞ

~G1
oðzÞ

~G2
eðzÞ

~G2
oðzÞ

0BB@
1CCA,

PðzÞ9
1=2 G1

eðzÞ G2
eðzÞ

UðzÞ=2 G1
oðzÞ G2

oðzÞ

0@ 1A.

Then, the perfect reconstruction condition (2.5)
leads to equation:

PgðzÞ � ~Pgð1=zÞ ¼ 1
4
QðzÞ, (3.1)

where

~PgðzÞ9
~G1

eðzÞ
~G1

oðzÞ

~G2
eðzÞ

~G2
oðzÞ

0@ 1A; PgðzÞ
G1

eðzÞ G2
eðzÞ

G1
oðzÞ G2

oðzÞ

0@ 1A,

QðzÞ9
1 � ~Uðz�1Þ

�UðzÞ 2�UðzÞ ~Uðz�1Þ

 !
.

Therefore, the construction of a frame with the
interpolatory low-pass filters ~HðzÞ and HðzÞ reduces
to factorization of the matrix QðzÞ as in (3.1). One
option is the triangular factorization of QðzÞ:

~PgðzÞ ¼
0 ~wðzÞ

1=2 � ~UðzÞ=2

 !
,

PgðzÞ ¼
0 1=2

wðzÞ �UðzÞ=2

 !
,

where wðzÞ ~wðz�1Þ ¼
W ðzÞ

2
. ð3:2Þ
Note that in this case the high-pass filters

G2ðzÞ ¼
1� z�1Uðz2Þ

2
¼ Hð�zÞ,

~G2 ¼
1� z�1 ~Uðz2Þ

2
¼ ~Hð�zÞ

are interpolatory.
The implications of the factorization (3.2) are

discussed in [16]. In this paper we consider another
factorization scheme that is somewhat related to the
scheme by Petukhov [23].

The eigenvalues of the matrix QðzÞ are l1ðzÞ ¼
W ðzÞ; l2 ¼ 2 and the eigenvectors are

v1ðzÞ ¼
1

UðzÞ

 !
; v1ðzÞ ¼

� ~Uðz�1Þ

1

 !
.

Define the matrices

KðzÞ9
l1ðzÞ 0

0 l2ðzÞ

 !
,

VðzÞ9ðv1ðzÞ v2ðzÞÞ ¼
1 � ~Uðz�1Þ

UðzÞ 1

 !
.

Then,

V�1ðzÞ ¼ TðzÞ
1 ~Uðz�1Þ

�UðzÞ 1

 !
and the matrix QðzÞ can be represented as follows:

QðzÞ ¼ VðzÞKðzÞV�1ðzÞ

¼
1 � ~Uðz�1Þ

UðzÞ 1

 !
W ðzÞTðzÞ 0

0 2TðzÞ

 !

�
1 ~Uðz�1Þ

�UðzÞ 1

 !
.

Let

PgðzÞ9
1

2

1 � ~Uðz�1Þ

UðzÞ 1

 !
m1ðzÞ 0

0 m2ðzÞ

 !

¼
1

2

m1ðzÞ �m2ðzÞ ~Uðz
�1Þ

m1ðzÞUðzÞ m2ðzÞ

 !
,

~PgðzÞ9
1

2

~m1ðzÞ 0

0 ~m2ðzÞ

 !
1 ~UðzÞ;

�Uðz�1Þ 1

 !

¼
1

2

~m1ðzÞ ~m1ðzÞ ~UðzÞ

� ~m2ðzÞUðz
�1Þ ~m2ðzÞ

 !
,
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m1ðzÞ ~m1ðz
�1Þ ¼W ðzÞTðzÞ; m2ðzÞ ~m2ðz

�1Þ ¼ 2TðzÞ.

(3.3)

Then, we get a perfect reconstruction filter bank:

HðzÞ ¼
1þ z�1Uðz2Þ

2
; ~HðzÞ ¼

1þ z�1 ~Uðz2Þ

2
,

G1ðzÞ ¼
m1ðz

2Þ

2
ð1þ z�1Uðz2ÞÞ,

~G1ðzÞ ¼
~m1ðz

2Þ

2
ð1þ z�1 ~Uðz2ÞÞ,

G2ðzÞ ¼
m2ðz

2Þ

2z
ð1� z�1 ~Uðz2ÞÞ,

~G2ðzÞ ¼
~m2ðz

2Þ

2z
ð1� z�1Uðz2ÞÞ. (3.4)

Proposition 3.1. Let

1� z�1Uðz2Þ ¼ ð1� zÞpuðzÞ,

1� z�1 ~Uðz2Þ ¼ ð1� zÞ ~p ~uðzÞ,

W ðzÞ ¼ ð1� zÞqoðzÞ.

If p; ~pX1; qX2 and oðzÞ, uðzÞ and ~uðzÞ have no poles

on the unit circle then there exist rational functions

mrðzÞ and ~mrðzÞ; r ¼ 1; 2, satisfying (3.3), such that

the filters G2ðzÞ and ~G2ðzÞ are high-pass and the filters

G1ðzÞ and ~G1ðzÞ are band-pass.

Proof. In order for the filters G2ðzÞ and ~G2ðzÞ to be
high-pass, the rational functions m2ðzÞ and ~m2ðzÞ
must be regular or have poles of order p2op ~p2o ~p
at z ¼ 1. Due to Assumption A2, the factorization
2TðzÞ ¼ m2ðzÞ ~m2ðz

�1Þ exists. Assumption A3 implies
that the filtersG1ðzÞ and ~G1ðzÞ have zero at z ¼ �1.
Thus, these filters suppress higher frequencies.
Therefore, as it is seen from (3.4), in order for them
to be band-pass, the functions m1ðzÞ and ~m1ðzÞ must
vanish at z ¼ 1. If qX2 then we can factorize
W ðzÞTðzÞ ¼ m1ðzÞ ~m1ðz

�1Þ in such a way that
m1ð1Þ ¼ ~m1ð1Þ ¼ 0. &

3.2. Tight and sibling frames

Assume UðzÞ ¼ ~UðzÞ. Then,

HðzÞ ¼ ~HðzÞ; TðzÞ ¼ 1=ð1þ jUðzÞj2Þ,

W ðzÞ ¼ 1� jUðzÞj2.

Note that if 1� z�1Uðz2Þ ¼ ð1� zÞpuðzÞ then
W ðzÞ ¼ ð1� zÞpoðzÞ.
If there exist rational functions m1ðzÞ and m2ðzÞ
such that

jm1ðzÞj
2 ¼W ðzÞTðzÞ ¼

1� jUðzÞj2

1þ jUðzÞj2
,

jm2ðzÞj
2 ¼ 2TðzÞ

then the synthesis filter bank coincides with the
analysis filter bank and generates a tight frame. This
factorization is possible if

jUðeioÞjp1 and p ¼ 2r. (3.5)

In this case, the filters G1ðzÞ and G2ðzÞ have zero of
multiplicity p=2 and p at z ¼ 1, respectively.
Consequently, the framelets c1 and c2 have p=2
and p vanishing moments, respectively. In the case
when the condition (3.5) is not satisfied, we can
construct frames if we allow the function m1ðzÞ to
differ from ~m1ðzÞ and m2ðzÞ to differ from ~m2ðzÞ. Here
the analysis and synthesis filter banks generate a
pair of sibling frames fj; ~c1; ~c2

g, fj;c1;c2
g using

the terminology in [24]. Note that even when a tight
frame is possible, sometimes it is preferable to have
a bi-frame. For example, although both functions
W ðzÞ and TðzÞ are symmetric about inversion
z! z�1, the functions m1ðzÞ and m2ðzÞ may lack
this property. The (anti)symmetry can be achieved
by construction of sibling frames. In addition, using
different factorizations in (3.3), we can swap
vanishing moments between the synthesis and the
analysis framelets and vice versa.

3.3. Dual frame

Let

~PðzÞ9
1

2

1 ~UðzÞ

~m1ðzÞ ~m1ðzÞ ~UðzÞ

� ~m2ðzÞ ~Uðz
�1Þ ~m2ðzÞ

0B@
1CA

be the polyphase matrix of the analysis interpola-
tory filter bank

~HðzÞ ¼
1þ z�1 ~Uðz2Þ

2
,

~G1ðzÞ ¼
~m1ðz

2Þ

2
ð1þ z�1 ~Uðz2ÞÞ,

~G2ðzÞ ¼
~m2ðz

2Þ

2z
ð1� z�1Uðz2ÞÞ.

The determinant

Detð ~PTðzÞ ~Pðz�1Þ ¼
j ~m2ðzÞj

2ð1þ j ~m1ðzÞj
2Þ

16TðzÞ
.
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If ~m2ðzÞ has no zeros on the unit circle then the
matrix ~PðzÞ is of full rank. The filter bank generates
the analysis frame. The dual synthesis frame is
generated by the filter bank, whose polyphase
matrix is the parapseudoinverse ~PþðzÞ of ~PðzÞ (see
(2.6)). It is readily verified that
~PþðzÞ ¼ TðzÞ
1=ð1þ j ~m1ðzÞj

2Þ ~m1ðz
�1Þ=ð1þ j ~m1ðzÞj

2Þ � ~Uðz�1Þ= ~m2ðzÞ

~UðzÞ=ð1þ j ~m1ðzÞj
2Þ ~m1ðz

�1Þ ~UðzÞ=ð1þ j ~m1ðzÞj
2Þ 1= ~m2ðzÞ

 !
.

Proposition 3.2. Assume that the interpolatory

low-pass symmetric filter ~HðzÞ ¼ 1
2þ z�1 ~Uðz2Þ=2

has zero of multiplicity m at z ¼ �1 and no poles

on the unit circle jzj ¼ 1. Then, it generates a family

of invertible analysis filter bank ~HðzÞ, ~G1ðzÞ, ~G2ðzÞ

such that the high-pass filter ~G2ðzÞ is symmetric and

has a zero of multiplicity m at z ¼ 1. The band-pass

filters ~G1ðzÞ are variable. They are (anti)symmetric

and have a zero of multiplicity m at z ¼ �1 and a

zero of arbitrary multiplicity n at z ¼ 1. The dual

synthesis filter bank HðzÞ, G1ðzÞ, G2ðzÞ has the same

properties.

Proof. Define ~m2ðzÞ � 1 and ~m1ðzÞ9ðz� 1=zÞn. Then
the symmetric filters ~G2ðzÞ ¼ z�1ð1=2� z�1 ~Uðz2Þ=2Þ
and G2ðzÞ ¼ Tðz2Þð1� z�1 ~Uðz2ÞÞ have a zero of
multiplicity m at z ¼ 1. The (anti)symmetric filter
~G1ðzÞ ¼ ðz2 � z�2Þnð1=2þ z�1 ~Uðz2Þ=2Þ has a zero of
multiplicity m at z ¼ �1 and a zero of multiplicity n

at z ¼ 1. The same property is inherent to the
synthesis filter

G1ðzÞ ¼
Tðz2Þðz2 � z�2Þn

1þ ðz2 � z�2Þ2n
ð1þ z�1 ~Uðz2ÞÞ.

If n ¼ 2p is an even integer then we can take
~m1ðzÞ9ðz� 2þ 1=zÞp and, consequently,

~G1ðzÞ ¼
ðz2 � 2þ z�2Þs

2
ð1þ z�1 ~Uðz2ÞÞ,

G1ðzÞ ¼
Tðz2Þðz2 � 2þ z�2Þs

1þ ðz2 � 2þ z�2Þ2s
ð1þ z�1 ~Uðz2ÞÞ: &

Corollary 3.1. The framelets ~c2
ðtÞ and c2

ðtÞ have m

vanishing moments. The framelets ~c1
ðtÞ and c1

ðtÞ

may have arbitrary number n of vanishing moments.
4. Design of interpolatory filters

Our scheme that constructs an interpolatory bi-
frame consists of two steps: 1. Choice of feasible
rational functions ~UðzÞ and UðzÞ and 2. Factoriza-
tion of the functions TðzÞ and W ðzÞ. In this section
we discuss the first step.
We assumed above that ~Uð1Þ ¼ 1 and Uð1Þ ¼ 1.
Thus, ~HðzÞ ¼ ð1þ z�1 ~Uðz2ÞÞ=2 and HðzÞ ¼

ð1þ z�1Uðz2ÞÞ=2 have zeros of multiplicities m40
and ~m40 at z ¼ �1, respectively. They are the low-
pass interpolatory filters, which restore sampled
polynomials of degree m� 1 and ~m� 1, respec-
tively. In Proposition 2.2 the multiplicities of zero at
z ¼ �1 are linked to the smoothness of the
corresponding scaling functions and framelets. The
multiplicities of zero at z ¼ 1 of the filters GrðzÞ and
~GrðzÞ; r ¼ 1; 2 are equal to the number of vanishing
moments of the corresponding framelets. Eq. (2.4)
implies that if Y ðzÞ ¼ HðzÞX ðxÞ then

Y eðzÞ ¼
EðzÞ þ z�1UðzÞOðzÞ

2
,

Y oðzÞ ¼
UðzÞEðzÞ þOðzÞ

2
.

Hence, we see that in order for the filter H to
restore a polynomial fpkg of degree m� 1 sampled
on the grid fkg, the filter z�1UðzÞ, being applied
to the array fp2kþ1g of odd samples of the
polynomial, must produce exactly the even array
fp2kg. Vice versa, the filter UðzÞ, being applied to
the array of even samples, must produce exactly the
array of odd samples. In this paper we operate with
the family of IIR filters with rational transfer
functions that are derived from the discrete spline
insertion rule:

Construct the discrete spline of degree 2r� 1,
which interpolates the even samples fx2kg of a signal
x and predict the odd samples fx2kþ1g as the value of
the spline at 2k þ 1.

The devised filters are related to the Butterworth
filters, which are commonly used in signal proces-
sing [25].
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4.1. Discrete splines

We outline briefly the properties of discrete
splines, which will be needed later. For a detailed
description of the subject, see [26–28]. The discrete
splines are defined on the grid fkg and constitute a
counterpart to the continuous polynomial splines.

The signal

b1;n ¼ fb1;n
k g9

1; as k ¼ 0; . . . ; 2n� 1

0; otherwise

(

()B1;nðzÞ ¼
1� z2n

1� z
,

is called the discrete B-spline of first order.
We define by recurrence the higher order B-

splines via discrete convolutions:

bp;n ¼ b1;n � bp�1;n()Bp;nðzÞ ¼
1� z2n

1� z

� �p

.

In this paper we are interested only in the case when
p ¼ 2r; r 2 N and n ¼ 1. In this case, we have
B2r;1ðzÞ ¼ ð1þ z�1Þ2r. The B-spline b2r;1 is symmetric
about the point k ¼ r where it attains its maximal
value. We define the centered B-spline q2r of order 2r

as a shift of the B-spline: q2r9fq2r
k ¼

b2r;1
kþrg; Q2rðzÞ ¼ zrB2r;1ðzÞ ¼ zrð1þ z�1Þ2r. The dis-

crete spline a2r ¼ fa2r
k gk2Z of order 2r on the grid

f2kgis defined as a linear combination with real-
valued coefficients of shifts of the centered B-spline:

a2r
k 9

X1
l¼�1

cl q2r
k�2l()A2rðzÞ

¼ Cðz2ÞQ2rðzÞ ¼ Cðz2Þðu2rðz2Þ þ z�1y2r
ðz2ÞÞ,

u2rðz2Þ9Q2r
e ðz

2Þ ¼
rrðzÞ þ rrð�zÞ

2
,

y2r
ðz2Þ9Q2r

o ðz
2Þ ¼

rrðzÞ � rrð�zÞ

2
,

rðzÞ9zþ 2þ z�1. (4.1)

Our scheme that designs prediction filters using
discrete splines consists of the following. We
construct the discrete spline a2r, which interpolates
even samples fek ¼ x2kþ1g of the signal x9fxkgk2Z:
a2r
2k ¼ ek; k 2 Z. Then, we use the values a2r

2kþ1 for
the prediction of the odd samples fok ¼ x2kþ1g.

The z-transform of the even component of the
spline a2r is

A2r
e ðzÞ ¼ CðzÞu2rðzÞ ¼ EðzÞ¼)CðzÞ ¼ EðzÞ=u2rðzÞ.
Then, the z-transform of the odd component of the
spline a2r is

A2r
o ðzÞ ¼ CðzÞy2r

ðzÞ ¼ U2rðzÞEðzÞ,

where U2rðzÞ9
y2r
ðzÞ

u2rðzÞ
. ð4:2Þ

Thus, in order to predict the odd samples of the
signal x, we apply the filter U2rðzÞ to the even
subarray of x.
4.2. Properties of filters derived from discrete splines

In this section we prove that the designed filters
U2rðzÞ can serve as a source for the construction of
frames. Denote

w2rðzÞ91
2
ð1þ z�1U2rðz2ÞÞ,

g2rðzÞ91
2 ð1� z�1U2rðz2ÞÞ.

Proposition 4.1. The rational functions U2rðzÞ, de-

fined in (4.2), have the following properties:
P1.
 No poles on the unit circle jzj ¼ 1.

P2.
 U2rð1Þ ¼ 1.

P3.
 Symmetry: z�1U2rðz2Þ ¼ zU2rðz�2Þ.

P4.
 jU2rðzÞjp1.

P5.
 The function w2rðzÞ has a root of multiplicity 2r at

z ¼ �1 and the function g2rðzÞ has a root of

multiplicity 2r at z ¼ 1.
Proof. We substitute z ¼ ejo into z�1U2rðz2Þ: We
have

z�1U2rðz2Þ ¼
eiroð1� e�joÞ2r

þ ð�1Þreiroð1� e�joÞ2r

eiroð1þ e�joÞ2r
þ ð�1Þreiroð1� e�joÞ2r

¼

cos
o
2

� �2r

� sin
o
2

� �2r

cos
o
2

� �2r

þ sin
o
2

� �2r
.

Hence P1–P4 follow. The function

w2rðzÞ ¼
cos

o
2

� �2r

cos
o
2

� �2r

þ sin
o
2

� �2r

¼
rrðzÞ

rrðzÞ þ rrð�zÞ
, ð4:3Þ
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g2rðzÞ ¼
sin

o
2

� �2r

cos
o
2

� �2r

þ sin
o
2

� �2r

¼
rrð�zÞ

rrðzÞ þ rrð�zÞ
. ð4:4Þ

Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) imply P5. &

Remark. It is well known [25] that the squared
magnitude of the frequency response of the half-
band low-pass digital Butterworth filter of order r is

br
ðzÞ ¼

rrðzÞ

rrðzÞ þ rrð�zÞ
.

Obviously, it coincides with w2rðzÞ. Similarly, g2rðzÞ

coincides with the squared magnitude of the
frequency response of the half-band high-pass
Butterworth filter. The relation between the pre-
sented filters and the Butterworth filters is described
in more details in [15].

Proposition 4.2 (Averbuch [16]). The filter w2rðzÞ

generates the scaling function F2rðtÞ 2 L2ðRÞ such

that

F̂2rðoÞ ¼ lim
N!1

YN
n¼1

w2rðej2
�noÞ,

F2rðtÞ ¼ 2
X
k2Z

w2r
k F2rð2t� kÞ.

The scaling function F2rðtÞ is continuous together with

its derivatives up to order r� 1 (belongs to Cr�1).

There exist improved estimates of smoothness for
a few low-orders.

Proposition 4.3 (Zheludev [21]). The filters

w2rðzÞ; r ¼ 2; 3; 4 generate the scaling functions

F2rðtÞ, which decay exponentially as t!1. In

addition F4ðtÞ 2 C2, F6ðtÞ 2 C4, F8ðtÞ 2 C5.

5. Frames derived from discrete splines

The considerations in Section 4.2 suggest that the
filters U2rðzÞ, w2rðzÞ, g2rðzÞ, which originate from the
discrete splines, are useful for the construction of
frames in signal space. To be specific, we choose
UðzÞ ¼ U2rðzÞ, HðzÞ ¼ w2rðzÞ, ~UðzÞ ¼ U2pðzÞ, ~HðzÞ ¼
w2pðzÞ, where r and p are some integers, which, in
particular, may coincide with each other. In the rest
of the paper we focus mainly on the case when
~UðzÞ ¼ UðzÞ.
5.1. Tight frames

Using the function rðzÞ, defined in (4.1), we
denote Drðz2Þ9rrðzÞ þ rrð�zÞ: Then,

HðzÞ ¼ ~HðzÞ9w2rðzÞ ¼
1þ z�1U2rðz2Þ

2

¼
rrðzÞ

Drðz2Þ
.

Due to P4, we get a tight frame as soon as we
implement the following factorization:

m1ðzÞm1ð1=zÞ ¼W ðzÞTðzÞ ¼
1� jU2rðzÞj2

1þ jU2rðzÞj2
,

m2ðzÞm2ð1=zÞ ¼ 2TðzÞ ¼
2

1þ jU2rðzÞj2
.

Then,

G1ðzÞ ¼
m1ðz

2Þ

2
ð1þ z�1U2rðz2ÞÞ

¼
m1ðz

2ÞrrðzÞ

Drðz2Þ
¼ m1ðz

2ÞHðzÞ,

G2ðzÞ ¼
m2ðz

2Þ

2z
ð1� z�1U2rðz2ÞÞ

¼
m2ðz

2Þrrð�zÞ

zDrðz2Þ
¼ z�1m2ðz

2ÞHð�zÞ. ð5:1Þ

The functions W and T are

W ðz2Þ ¼
4rrðzÞrrð�zÞ

ðDrðz2ÞÞ2
¼

4ð�1Þrz�2rð1� z2Þ2r

ðDrðz2ÞÞ2
,

Tðz2Þ ¼
ðDrðz2ÞÞ2

2D2rðz2Þ
.

Hence,

m1ðzÞm1ð1=zÞ ¼
2ð�1Þrz�rð1� zÞ2r

D2rðzÞ
,

m2ðzÞm2ð1=zÞ ¼
ðDrðzÞÞ2

D2rðzÞ
.

Proposition 5.1. The function D2rðzÞ can be repre-

sented by the following product:

D2rðzÞ ¼ 2d2r
ðzÞd2r

ð1=zÞ,

where d2r
ðzÞ9

Yr�1
k¼0

1þ ðgr
kÞ

2z

gr
k

ð5:2Þ

and

gr
k9 tan

pð2k þ 1Þ

8r
; 0ogr

ko1; k ¼ 0; . . . ; r� 1.
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Proof. We have D2rðz2Þ ¼ z�2rððzþ 1Þ4r
þ ðz� 1Þ4r

Þ.
Thus, the roots of D2rðz2Þ are found from the equation

ðzþ 1Þ4r
þ ðz� 1Þ4r

¼ 03zþ 1 ¼ e
pjð2kþ1Þ

4r ð1� zÞ; k ¼ 0; . . . ; 4r� 1.

Then, the roots are

zk ¼ jgr
k; z2r�1�k ¼ 1=gr

k,

z4r�1�k ¼ �zk; k ¼ 0; . . . ; r� 1

and we get the representation

D2rðz2Þ ¼ 2z�2r
Yr�1
k¼0

ð1� jgr
kzÞð1� jgr

kzÞ 1þ
z

jgr
k

� �
� 1�

z

jgr
k

� �
.

Hence, (5.2) follows. &

Corollary 5.1. The functions m1ðzÞ and m2ðzÞ are

m1ðzÞ ¼
ð1� zÞr

d2r
ðzÞ

; m2ðzÞ ¼
DrðzÞffiffiffi
2
p

d2r
ðzÞ

. (5.3)

Consequently, the filters

G1ðzÞ ¼
ð1� z2ÞrrrðzÞ

d2r
ðz2ÞDrðz2Þ

; G2ðzÞ ¼
z�1rrð�zÞffiffiffi
2
p

d2r
ðz2Þ

.

Note that if r ¼ 2n is an even number then we can
define the function m1 in a slightly different way:

m1ðz
2Þ9
ðz� z�1Þ2n

d2r
ðz2Þ

.

The transfer function G2ðzÞ has a zero of multi-
plicity 2r as z ¼ 1. Therefore, the framelet c2

ðtÞ has
2r vanishing moments. The transfer function G1ðzÞ

has zero of multiplicity r as z ¼ 1 and the framelet
c1
ðtÞ has br vanishing moments.

Remark. The functions m1ðzÞ and m2ðzÞ, defined in
(5.3), are neither symmetric nor antisymmetric,
ig. 1. Filters and framelets for tight frames resulting from the discrete

rder (the two rightmost columns). The four rows on the bottom depict

ass filters HðzÞ, the central four rows display the high-pass filters G2ðzÞ

ass filters G1ðzÞ and the corresponding framelets c1
ðtÞ.
therefore, the filters G1ðzÞ and G2ðzÞ, given in (5.1),
are not linear phase. Consequently, unlike the
scaling function j, the framelets c1 and c2 lack
symmetry.

Examples. The functions Dr and their factorization:

Denote

a293� 2
ffiffiffi
2
p
’ 0:1716,

a4197� 4
ffiffiffi
2
p
� 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
20� 14

ffiffiffi
2
p

q
’ 0:4465,

a4297þ 4
ffiffiffi
2
p
� 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
20� 14

ffiffiffi
2
p

q
’ 0:0396.

Then

D1ðzÞ ¼ 4; D2ðzÞ ¼ 2ðzþ 6þ 1=zÞ ¼ 2d2
ðzÞd2
ð1=zÞ,

d2
ðzÞ ¼

1þ a2zffiffiffiffiffi
a2
p ,

D4ðzÞ ¼ 2ðz�2 þ 28z�1 þ 70þ 28zþ z2Þ

¼ 2d4
ðzÞd4
ð1=zÞ,

d4
ðzÞ ¼

ð1þ a41zÞð1þ a42zÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a41a

4
2

q .

The simplest case, r ¼ 1: We have

U2ðzÞ ¼
1þ z

2
; HðzÞ ¼

z�1 þ 2þ z

4
,

m1ðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
a2
p
ð1� zÞ

1þ a2z
; m2ðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8a2
p

1þ a2z
,

G1ðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
a2
p
ðz�1 þ 2þ zÞð1� z2Þ

4ð1þ a2z2Þ
,

G2ðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
a2

2

r
z�1ð�z�1 þ 2� zÞ

1þ a2z2
.

The filter U2ðzÞ is FIR and, therefore, the scaling
function jðtÞ is compactly supported unlike the
framelets c1

ðtÞ and c2
ðtÞ. The transfer function
splines of second order (the two leftmost columns) and fourth

the scaling functions jðtÞ and the frequency response of the low-

and the framelets c2
ðtÞ and the upper four rows depict the band-
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G2ðzÞ has a zero of multiplicity two at z ¼ 1.
Therefore, the framelet c2

ðtÞ has two vanishing
moments. The transfer function G1ðzÞ has a zero of
multiplicity one at z ¼ 1 and the framelet c1

ðtÞ has
one vanishing moment.

Cubic discrete spline, r ¼ 2:

U4ðzÞ ¼ 4
1þ z

zþ 6þ z�1
; HðzÞ ¼

ðzþ 2þ z�1Þ2

2ðz�2 þ 6þ z2Þ
,

G1ðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a41a

4
2

q
ðz� z�1Þ2ðzþ 2þ z�1Þ2

2ðz�2 þ 6þ z2Þð1þ a41z
2Þð1þ a42z

2Þ
,

G2ðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a41a

4
2

q
ðz� z�1Þ2

zð1þ a41z2Þð1þ a42z2Þ
. (5.4)

The framelet c2
ðtÞ has four vanishing moments. The

framelet c1
ðtÞ has two vanishing moments. We

display in Fig. 1 the filter banks and framelets that
are described in the above examples. Although the
scaling functions are symmetric, the framelets lack
this property. Note that the frequency response of
low-pass and high-pass filters are flat, especially for
filters derived from cubic discrete splines.

5.2. Sibling frames

Let m1ðzÞ; ~m1ðzÞ and m2ðzÞ; ~m2ðzÞ be pairs of
functions such that

m1ðzÞ ~m1ð1=zÞ ¼W ðzÞTðzÞ ¼
2ð�1Þrz�rð1� zÞ2r

D2rðzÞ

¼
2rrð�zÞ

D2rðzÞ
,

~m2ðzÞm2ð1=zÞ ¼ 2TðzÞ ¼
ðDrðzÞÞ2

D2rðzÞ
.

Then, the analysis and synthesis filters are

HðzÞ ¼ ~HðzÞ ¼
rrðzÞ

Drðz2Þ
; ~G1ðzÞ ¼ ~m1ðz

2ÞHðzÞ,

G1ðzÞ ¼ m1ðz
2ÞHðzÞ,

~G2ðzÞ ¼ z�1 ~m2ðz
2ÞHð�zÞ; G2ðzÞ ¼ z�1m2ðz

2ÞHð�zÞ.

As we saw in Section 5.1, if we require that
msðzÞ ¼ ~msðzÞ; s ¼ 1; 2 then we have to factorize the
symmetric positive function D2rðzÞ into non-sym-
metric factors d2r

ðzÞd2r
ð1=zÞ. Now we can avoid

such a factorization and obtain the symmetric
functions m. Consequently, the filters G1ðzÞ; ~G1ðzÞ
and G2ðzÞ; ~G2ðzÞ will be linear phase. In addition, as
it was mentioned above, we may swap vanishing
moments between analysis and synthesis framelets.

We have the following symmetric factorizations:

~m1ðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p

rr�pð�zÞ

D2rðzÞ
,

m1ðzÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

rpð�zÞ; 0pppr,

~m2ðzÞ ¼
DrðzÞ

D2rðzÞ
; m2ðzÞ ¼ DrðzÞ.

Also the antisymmetric ~m1 and m1 are possible:

~m1ðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p
ð�1Þrz�rð1� zÞ2r�p

D2rðzÞ
,

m1ðzÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p
ð�1Þpz�pð1� zÞp. ð5:5Þ

Here po2r is an odd integer. Note that

rð�z2Þ ¼ �ðz� z�1Þ2 ¼ rðzÞrð�zÞ.

Then, the corresponding symmetric filters are

~G1ðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p
ð�1Þr�p

ðz� z�1Þ2ðr�pÞrrðzÞ

D2rðz2ÞDrðz2Þ
,

G1ðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p
ð�1Þpðz� z�1Þ2prrðzÞ

Drðz2Þ
,

~G2ðzÞ ¼ z�1
rrð�zÞ

D2rðz2Þ
; G2ðzÞ ¼ z�1rrð�zÞ. ð5:6Þ

All the four filters given in (5.6) are symmetric about
inversion z! 1=z. They are IIR except for G2,
which is FIR. The framelet c2

ðtÞ has compact
support and 2r vanishing moments. The support of
the framelet ~c2

ðtÞ is infinite but the framelet decays
exponentially as t!1 and it has 2r vanishing
moments. Similarly, the framelets ~c1

ðtÞ and c1
ðtÞ

decay exponentially as t!1. The analysis frame-
let ~c1

ðtÞ has 2ðr� pÞ vanishing moments whereas
the synthesis framelet c1

ðtÞ has 2p vanishing
moments, where 0pppr. In particular, we can
assign all 2r vanishing moments to the analysis
framelet. Then the filter G1 will be low-pass. Recall
that the pair of analysis filters can be interchanged
with the synthesis pair.

The antisymmetric filters are

~G1ðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p
ð�1Þrz�2rð1� z2Þ2r�prrðzÞ

D2rðz2ÞDrðz2Þ
,

G1ðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p
ð�1Þpz�2pð1� z2ÞprrðzÞ

Drðz2Þ
. ð5:7Þ
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In this case, the analysis framelet ~c1
ðtÞ has 2r� p

vanishing moments whereas the synthesis framelet
c1
ðtÞ has p vanishing moments where 0opo2r.

Examples. The simplest case, r ¼ 1: We have

U2ðzÞ ¼
1þ z

2
; HðzÞ ¼

z�1 þ 2þ z

4
,

~m2ðzÞ ¼
8

zþ 6þ 1=z
; m2ðzÞ � 1,

~G2ðzÞ ¼
z�1ð�z�1 þ 2� zÞ

z2 þ 6þ 1=z2
,

G2ðzÞ ¼ z�1ð�z�1 þ 2� zÞ. (5.8)

The filters ~G1ðzÞ and G1ðzÞ can by antisymmetric or
symmetric.
�

Fig

top

ana

col

Fig

wa
Define

~m1ðzÞ ¼
ð1� zÞ

zþ 6þ 1=z
; m1ðzÞ ¼ ð1� zÞ,

then,

~G1ðzÞ ¼
ðz�1 þ 2þ zÞð1� z2Þ

4ðz2 þ 6þ 1=z2Þ
,

G1ðzÞ ¼
ðz�1 þ 2þ zÞð1� z2Þ

4
. ð5:9Þ

The filter U2ðzÞ is FIR and, therefore, the scaling
function jðtÞ and the synthesis framelets c1

ðtÞ

and c2
ðtÞ are compactly supported unlike the
. 2. The analysis and synthesis sibling filter banks that are described in

of the two rightmost columns: scaling function jðtÞ and the low-pass fi

lysis filter ~G2ðzÞ, antisymmetric analysis framelet ~c1
ðtÞ and the band-pas

umns: the scaling function jðtÞ, the synthesis framelets c2
ðtÞ, c1

ðtÞ and

. 3. The analysis and synthesis sibling filter banks that are described

veforms and filters are presented in the same order as in Fig. 2. All the
analysis framelets ~c1
ðtÞ and ~c2

ðtÞ. The framelets
c2
ðtÞ and ~c2

ðtÞ have two vanishing moments. The
framelets c1

ðtÞ and ~c1
ðtÞ are antisymmetric and

have one vanishing moment. We display in Fig. 2
the analysis and synthesis filter banks described
in (5.8) and (5.9) and their corresponding
framelets.

�
 The symmetric filters are available

~m1ðzÞ ¼
�zþ 2� 1=z

zþ 6þ 1=z
; m1ðzÞ � 1,

~G1ðzÞ ¼ �
ðz� 1=zÞ2

4ðz2 þ 6þ 1=z2Þ
,

G1ðzÞ ¼
z�1 þ 2þ z

4
. ð5:10Þ

The analysis framelet ~c1
ðtÞ has two vanishing

moments, whereas the synthesis framelet c1
ðtÞ

has none. We illustrate this example in Fig. 3.

Cubic discrete spline, r ¼ 2:
U4ðzÞ ¼ 4
1þ z

zþ 6þ z�1
,

HðzÞ ¼
ðzþ 2þ z�1Þ2

2ðz�2 þ 6þ z2Þ
,

~m2ðzÞ ¼
zþ 6þ z�1

z�2 þ 28z�1 þ 70þ 28zþ z2
,

m2ðzÞ ¼ 2ðzþ 6þ z�1Þ,
(5.8), (5.9) and their corresponding framelets. From bottom to

lter HðzÞ, symmetric analysis framelet ~c2
ðtÞ and the high-pass

s analysis filter ~G1ðzÞ. From bottom to top of the two leftmost

the synthesis filters HðzÞ, G2ðzÞ, G1ðzÞ.

in (5.8) and (5.10) and their corresponding framelets. The

displayed waveforms are symmetric.
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~G2ðzÞ ¼
ðz� 2þ z�1Þ2

2ðz�4 þ 28z�2 þ 70þ 28z2 þ z4Þ
,

G2ðzÞ ¼
ðz� 2þ z�1Þ2

z
. (5.11)

The framelets ~c2
ðtÞ and c2

ðtÞ are symmetric and
have four vanishing moments. The synthesis frame-
let c2

ðtÞ is compactly supported. A few options are
available for the filters ~G1ðzÞ and G1ðzÞ.
�

Fig

wa

Fig

wa
Symmetric factorization:

~m1ðzÞ ¼
z� 2þ z�1

z�2 þ 28z�1 þ 70þ 28zþ z2
,

m1ðzÞ ¼ z� 2þ z�1,

~G1ðzÞ ¼
ðz� z�1Þ2ðzþ 2þ z�1Þ2

2ðz�2 þ 6þ z2Þðz�4 þ 28z�2 þ 70þ 28z2 þ z4Þ
,

G1ðzÞ ¼
ðz� z�1Þ2ðzþ 2þ z�1Þ2

2ðz�2 þ 6þ z2Þ
. (5.12)

Here, both the analysis ~c1
ðtÞ and the synthesis

c1
ðtÞ framelets are symmetric and have two

vanishing moments. This example is depicted in
Fig. 4.

�
 Another symmetric factorization:

~m1ðzÞ ¼
ðz� 2þ z�1Þ2

z�2 þ 28z�1 þ 70þ 28zþ z2
; m1ðzÞ � 1,
. 4. The analysis and synthesis sibling filter banks that are described

veforms and filters are presented in the same order as in Fig. 2. All the

. 5. The analysis and synthesis sibling filter banks that are described

veforms and filters are presented in the same order as in Fig. 2. All the
~G1ðzÞ ¼
ðz� z�1Þ4ðzþ 2þ z�1Þ2

2ðz�2 þ 6þ z2Þðz�4 þ 28z�2 þ 70þ 28z2 þ z4Þ
,

G1ðzÞ ¼
ðzþ 2þ z�1Þ2

2ðz�2 þ 6þ z2Þ
. (5.13)

Here, all the four vanishing moments are
assigned to the analysis framelet ~c1

ðtÞ. The
synthesis framelet c1

ðtÞ does not have vanishing
moments. We illustrate this example in Fig. 5.

�
 Antisymmetric factorization:

~m1ðzÞ ¼
z�2ð1� zÞ3

z�2 þ 28z�1 þ 70þ 28zþ z2
,

m1ðzÞ ¼ �z�1ð1� zÞ,

~G1ðzÞ ¼
z�4ð1� z2Þ3ðzþ 2þ z�1Þ2

2ðz�2 þ 6þ z2Þðz�4 þ 28z�2 þ 70þ 28z2 þ z4Þ
,

G1ðzÞ ¼
�z�2ð1� z2Þðzþ 2þ z�1Þ2

2ðz�2 þ 6þ z2Þ
. (5.14)

Both the analysis ~c1
ðtÞ and the synthesis c1

ðtÞ

framelets are antisymmetric. The analysis frame-
let ~c1

ðtÞ has three vanishing moments, the
synthesis framelet c1

ðtÞ has one vanishing mo-
ment .

The framelet c2
ðtÞ has four vanishing moments. The

framelet c1
ðtÞ has two vanishing moments. It is

illustrated in Fig. 6.

Example of the dual pair of frames. We describe the
simplest case, r ¼ 1. In line with Proposition 3.2 we
in (5.11) and (5.12) and their corresponding framelets. The

displayed waveforms are symmetric.

in (5.11) and (5.13) and their corresponding framelets. The

displayed waveforms are symmetric.
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Fig. 6. The analysis and synthesis sibling filter banks, that are described in (5.11) and (5.14) and their corresponding framelets. The

waveforms and filters are presented in the same order as in Fig. 2. The scaling functions and the framelets ~c2
ðtÞ and c1

ðtÞ are

antisymmetric.

Fig. 7. The pair of dual analysis and synthesis filter banks described in (5.15) and (5.16) and their corresponding framelets. The waveforms

and filters are presented in the same order as in Fig. 2. All the displayed waveforms are symmetric.
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have

U2ðzÞ ¼
1þ z

2
; ~HðzÞ ¼

z�1 þ 2þ z

4
,

TðzÞ ¼
4

zþ 6þ 1=z

and put

~m2ðzÞ � 1; ~m1ðzÞ ¼ z� 2þ z�1,

1þ j ~m1ðzÞj
2 ¼ z2 � 4zþ 7� 4z�1 þ z2. ð5:15Þ

Then,

HðzÞ ¼
2ðz�1 þ 2þ zÞ

ðz2 þ 6þ 1=z2Þðz4 � 4z2 þ 7� 4z�2 þ z4Þ
,

~G1ðzÞ ¼
ðz�1 þ 2þ zÞðz2 � 2þ z�2Þ

4
,

G1ðzÞ ¼
2ðz�1 þ 2þ zÞðz2 � 2þ z�2Þ

ðz2 þ 6þ 1=z2Þðz4 � 4z2 þ 7� 4z�2 þ z4Þ
,

~G2ðzÞ ¼ z�1
�z�1 þ 2� z

4
,

G2ðzÞ ¼
z�1ð�z�1 þ 2� zÞ

z2 þ 6þ 1=z2
. (5.16)

The analysis filters ~HðzÞ and ~GrðzÞ; r ¼ 1; 2, are
FIR and, therefore, the scaling function ~jðtÞ and the
analysis framelets and ~cr

ðtÞ; r ¼ 1; 2, are compactly
supported unlike the synthesis framelets. All the
waveforms are symmetric. All the framelets have
two vanishing moments. Recall that the synthesis
and analysis filters can be interchanged. The
illustrations are given in Fig. 7.

6. Conclusion

We presented a new family of tight and sibling
frames, which are generated by perfect reconstruc-
tion filter banks. The filter banks are based on
discrete interpolatory splines and are related to
Butterworth filters. Note that a similar scheme for
filter design is possible by using the continuous
interpolatory and quasi-interpolatory splines. Each
of the designed filter banks comprises one inter-
polatory symmetric low-pass filter, one band-pass
and one high-pass filters. In the tight frames case,
the band-pass and high-pass filters lack symmetry,
but in sibling frames the high-pass filters are
symmetric. The band-pass filters may be symmetric
or antisymmetric. These filter banks generate
smooth analysis and synthesis scaling functions
and pairs of framelets. One step of the framelet
transform of a signal of length N produces 1:5N

coefficients. Thus, the full transform of this signal
consists of log2 N steps that produces 2N coeffi-
cients.

While in the tight frame all the analysis wave-
forms coincide with their synthesis counterparts, in
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the sibling frames we can vary the framelets making
them different for the synthesis and the analysis
cases. Therefore, we can, for example, swap the
vanishing moments and computational cost be-
tween the synthesis and the analysis framelets. We
constructed dual pairs of frames starting from a
symmetric interpolatory low-pass analysis filter,
whose transfer function is rational and has a zero
of arbitrary order m. The analysis and synthesis
framelets generated by the high-pass filters are
symmetric and have m vanishing moments. The
framelets generated by the band-pass filters are
(anti)symmetric and may have arbitrary number of
vanishing moments.

Most of the designed filters are IIR and their
transfer functions are rational. Therefore, they
allow fast implementation via a cascade of elemen-
tary causal and anticausal recursive filters [25]. The
waveforms are well localized in time domain despite
their infinite support.

We anticipate that this new family of transforms
will have a wide range of signal processing applica-
tions, in particular in error protection of trans-
mitted signals and denoising of audio signals and
images.
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